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In Depth Digital Marketing Services
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Dandelion Branding Services

Digital Archeology

This is where our clients typically start with our services. These one-
off services allow us to create unique offers for ongoing
partnerships with brands we know we can grow.

Comprehensive Data Reporting

A Comprehensive Data Report means we do the dirty data digging so you can
find the best way to move forward with your digital marketing. We collect and
analyze:

Your current and historical sales information.
Conversion rates
Sales traffic and trends
Top products/services

Your current and historical traffic statistics.
Where are site visitors coming from
How are they using your site
Your most effective sales traffic

Your current and historical content marketing effectiveness
Social Media 
Email Strategy
Pillar Content

*historical data up to one year

We offer this as a one-time option and on an ongoing basis. For our pricing
breakdown on a data report for your brand, send us an email.
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https://dandelionbranding.com/contact-dandelion-branding/
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Dandelion Branding Services

Build Your Fundamental Funnel

This service is for our clients who are looking to grow. They've got
an established brand, website, and email marketing strategy in
place and they're looking at growing their audience. 

Marketing Funnel Building & Lead Generation Management

Lead generation is one of the most important—and most logistically
challenging—aspects of digital marketing.

We offer strategy design if you just need a to-do list, and full scale done
for you services.

Lead Generation Strategy Design
Figuring out how to set up your marketing funnel does not have to be a barrier
for you to improve the reach and conversion of your brand.

We will build you a custom strategy and how-to platform guide for:

The customer journey
Your Landing Page(s)
The offer(s) & giveaway(s)
Email automations
Any quiz/optin
Any content you’ll need for your complete funnel

Done for you
Lead generation is necessary for creating a successful business. If building a
funnel isn’t fitting itself into your todo list (or it just isn’t your zone of genius)
we’ll do it for you.

We’ll build:

The strategy
Your website customer journey
Your landing page(s)
Email automations
Quiz/Optin

This can come with or without content creation from Dandelion. Schedule a call
to talk about your marketing funnel needs.
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https://calendly.com/dandelion-branding/marketing?
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Dandelion Branding Services

Solving Your Website Woes

These website service are for business owners who may be seeing
low conversion rates and are hoping to increase sales on their
website. We can provide website feedback and recommendations
through our audit, and can implement those changes dpending on
your needs. 

Website Structure & Usability Optimization

Website Updates
The approved website updates we do are completely focused on creating
cohesion throughout your brand, improving customer experience, and overall
usability. 

We will manage the planning and implementation of the approved updates.

This service does include updates to website SEO. 

*We’re only currently offering this service to WordPress, Squarespace, and
Shopify users.

Comprehensive Brand Audit
This audit is designed to answer important questions about your website and
current outward facing marketing. We offer a full report along with a prioritized
list of changes that will improve the experience of your traffic and clarity of
your brand.

We answer these questions and give you specific feedback:

Is my site/social speaking to my ideal customer?
Do my products/services make sense?
How can I improve the flow of my website and social media?
Is my brand’s messaging cohesive?
What is the site missing?
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Dandelion Branding Services

Create Effective Content

If you're marketing your business you need a strategy. We can help
you get started with your content marketing plan, or make strategic
improvements on what you're already working on. 

Content Strategy and Calendaring Services

To build a brand, content is key.

Organic Content Marketing Strategy
This is a one time strategy for optimal organic growth this year for your brand.
You will get a complete digital marketing strategy package that includes:

Pillar content suggestions and frequency
Social Post Index for your brand
SEO keywords to focus on
Marketing traffic improvement suggestions
Email campaign and automation suggestions

*This pairs very well with comprehensive data reporting!

Content Strategy and Calendar
This service is ongoing and monthly. We will create your organic content
marketing strategy and then build you a monthly content calendar to follow
that includes deadline and live dates for:

Pillar Content with SEO keywords, phrases, and questions to answer
Social Media Posts (FB, IG, LinkedIn)
Emails

If you’re looking for a complete organic content marketing strategy, calendar,
and content creation package, please schedule a call.
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Book a Call With Us

SCHEDULE YOUR CALL TODAY!

Building your brand doesn't have to be a challenge for you,
let us help.  We've been doing this for years and have seen

the huge impact that effective content marketing and
website optimization can have for a business.

"Courtney and Aubrey are internet marketing
geniuses, and they do it in such a casual and fun
way.  Talking with them is like brainstorming with a
friend, except for every one idea that you throw
out, they throw out three brilliant ideas that will
actually work and grow your business! "

- Jasmine Granas

 Business Owner - Oakland, CA

If you want to build a data- backed brand that lasts
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https://calendly.com/dandelion-branding/authority-ftw

